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1. Introduction
Let (1, 8, ) be a probability space and let r be a bimeasurable, invertible

transformation mapping onto . All sets discussed throughout will be
assumed to be elements of (. r is measure-preserving if m (rA) (,4)
for all A, it is ergodic if

lim (1/)-0 m (rA n B) n (.4) (B) for all A and B,

it is weak mixing if

lim (l/n) --0 m(rA n B) (A)(B) 0 for all A and B,

and strong mixing if

lim m (rA B) m (A)m (B) for all A and B.

Since weak mixing already implies that lira m (rA a B) m (A)m (B),
except possibly along a sequence of asymptotic density zero (which may de-
pend on A and B), it might be supposed that there is no room between weak
mixing and strong mixing. At a symposium on ergodic theory held at Tulane
University in October 1961, one of the authors proposed the notion of sequence
mixing, r is sequence mixing if for every A with (A) > 0 and every in-
finite sequence of integers k} we have m ([JrA) 1. It is trivial to verify
that strong mixing implies sequence mixing but for a number of years it re-
mained an open question whether the converse holds. Recently Friedman
and Ornstein, [2] showed that this is not the case. They define a transfor-
mation r to be -mixing for a (0, 1) if

liminf m (rA n B) >_ am (A)m (B) for all A and B,

and show that for every a (0, 1) there exist transformations which are
a-mixing but not (a -}- )-mixing for any e > 0. Thus we may suppose
that for every a (0, 1) there exists an a-mixing transformation and sets
A andBwithm(A) > O,m(B) > 0 and liminf m(rA nB) am(A)m(B).
In this paper we construct a transformation which is sequence mixing but

not a-mixing for any a 6 (0, 1). It follows from the lemma below that
a-mixing implies sequence mixing and it follows from [1] that sequence mixing
implies weak mixing. Therefore a-mixing is strictly between weak and
strong mixing. Also Friedman [3] gives an example of a weak mixing trans-
formation T such that for some set A with 0 < re(A) < 1 we have
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limsupn m (TnA n A) m (A). It is easy to see that such a transformation
cannot be sequence mixing. Thus sequence mixing is strictly between weak
mixing and a-mixing.

2. A sequence mixing transformation
We begin with a

IEMMA. r is sequence mixing if and only if for m (A > O, m (B) > 0 we
have

liminfn m (rnA B) > O.

Note that the lemma shows at once that a-mixing implies sequence mixing.
To prove the lemma, suppose there exists A with m (A) > 0, and an infinite
sequence of integers k, k, such that m((Jr*A) < 1. Let
B (UrA) to obtain

liminf, m{rA B} O.

Conversely pick a sequence {k} so that-n{r*A n B} < m (B). Then
clearly m{ UrA} < 1. This proves the lemma.

Now let I be the unit interval, 6 the Borel sets of I, and let rn be the Le-
besgue measure. Let (2, a, ) be the measure space obtained by taking
infinitely many copies of I and endowing it with the usual product field and
product measure. We shall call A 6 a a cylinder of dimension N if

A A1XA X XAXIXIX""
for some integerN > 0, whereA 6for i 1,...,N. Let abethe
algebra of sets consisting of finite unions of cylinders, so that a is the smallest
,-algebra of sets containing a0. Then for A 6 a and e > 0 it is possible
to find A0 a0 with (A A A0) < e, where A & A0 is the symmetric differ-
ence of A and A0.
To define our transformation we begin by choosing a 6 (0, 1) and r to be

a-mixing on I, with the property that there exist A I, B I with m (A) > 0,
re(B) > 0 and

liminf rn (rA n B) am (A )m (B).

Nowif x (x, x, ...) 2 we define T(x) (r(x), r(x), ...). Clearly
T maps cylinders onto cylinder and since r preserves m it follows that T
preserves on cylinders, and from this it follows easily that T is measure
preserving for .
Now let A and B be subsets of I with the above property that

liminf rn{rA n B} am (A )m (B

For integers k >_ 1 define At (similarlyB,) by

A* A X X.A XI X ".’. (kfactorsofA).
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Then
T,A (4) n B’ (r’A n B) X (r’*A [a B) X I X

(k factors of r’A B)
nd it is esily verified that

(T’*A (4) n B()) [m (rnA. n B) ]4.
Hence

liminfn (T"A() n B()) [am (A)m (B)].
Thus we see that T cannot be a-mixing for any a (0, 1).
Next we show that T is sequence mixing. Choose A and B with (A)

and (B) positive. From the 1emma it will be sufficient to show that

liminf. (T’A B) > O.

Let {fl, i 1, 2, be a sequence such that 0 < fl < 1, all i and such that

I- , > .
Let C1 a0 be such (C1 h A) <_ (1 )(A), and suppose that C is a
cylinder set of dimension N. Then (C n A) >_ 1 (A). Let A C1 n A
and find C. a0 with

(c A A,) <_ ( )(A,)
and so that C. c C1. Again note that (C2 n A,) >_ 2 (A) >_ / (A).

Proceeding inductively we define CA and A_ so that CA c Ck_l, with
Ck a cylinder set of dimension N, and such that u(C A_) <_
(1 f) (A_), which in turn implies that

(C n A_) >_ II-0 , (A).
Then define

Ak C n A_.
Let

l-C and A .A.

liminf, g (C) liminf (A_) >_ /g (A).
Hence g(C) g(A) >_ g(A). Clearly C A except for a null set.
We shall now describe a specific possible construction of the C which we

shall use. For each k, let C U C, where i is in a finite index set and
such that

C. E’) E(’) X X- XlXlX "".

Then C, Gk, H, where

G, E(’ X E; X I X I X ...,
and

-( ) E)H, I X XI X/’+1 X X XI XI X
(N initial factors of I).
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In this construction we can choose the , so that for fixed k and arbitrary
and j we have G, G, or G, a G, . This can always be accom-
plished by breaking up each C, into several pieces when necessary. Since
C c C for all k we have U G, c C. Now define

J [i glU.,-,, .} >_ 2,- 11.
Then

(C) <_ (C) (U, C,) (U, G, n H,)
=.(U., H,)) +.(. (,,. H,,,))
S .(U., ,,) + (- ).(U, ,).

Th

By s simple rearrsngemen$ we have

Now we sn mske preeis4y %he same ons%%ions for %he se$ B as we hsve
done for A and we shsll deno%e all se%s oons%o%ed by superscripts A d B
respe$ively. oreover we sn asnge ms%%ers so %% $he eyndars om-
pdsg C# snd C hsvo %he ssme mensions for esh k.
Now

O.) "0 n

FiE 3andjE 3. Then

,,) n (U, ..)].

Since i 6 J and j 6 J we have

UB,,)] >
(-)+ (-)-=->o.

T C.,) n (U, CL)] a (- S) *i, ,(T . n .1

ecDinth m is a-inth respec to we hve ht the ls expression
excee

Now recll he fore i % he re diso. Sildy for dis-
inc in . Hence we obtain
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A Bliminfn [(Uj T C,) n (U ",,, C,)I

or
linf [(C) n C] .

Now C nd C deere in o C ndC respeoively o Ch

linf
noed bove C A ndC B exeep forn sees, soh

li (TA n B) > 0.

Since A nd B were rbirry ses of posiive mee, we he h i
sequence ing.
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